Performance of Cluster Expansions of Coverage-Dependent Adsorption of Atomic Oxygen on Pt(111).
A density functional theory (DFT) database of 66 Pt(111)/O formation energies is presented. We fit this database of formation energies to a range of cluster expansions (CEs) of systematically increasing size and flexibility. We find that the performance of the CE depends upon the property or properties of interest. Pair-wise CEs with up to third nearest neighbor interactions poorly predict all metrics. CEs with five to eight pairwise interactions and one to two triplet interactions predicted formation energies and most ground states accurately but predicted average and differential adsorption energies with modest errors. A larger CE captures average and differential adsorption energies as well as formation energies and ground states. The choice of figures in the CEs is also examined. Pair-wise figures and the linear, 1-1-3, triplet are necessary to obtain CEs that qualitatively reproduce the examined properties; however, other figures are more interchangeable. The electronic and strain components of the adsorbate-adsorbate interactions is studied by comparing a CE of DFT formation energies in which atoms were not allowed to relax to the CEs of the relaxed surface. On an unrelaxed Pt surface, interactions are shorter-ranged interactions and more repulsive at first nearest neighbor separation.